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Fringe Pendant

Mounting Instructions

Care Instructions

Warm Nordic’s lamps are high quality when it comes to design and 
functionality.

With correct maintenance, the lamp will remain in good condition for 
many years to come. We advise that you follow the guidelines below to 

care for and clean the lamp. This ensures extended life time.

LED bulbs only
Never use light sources which are not LED on Fringe Lamps. 

LED light bulbs produce light at significantly lower temperatures 
than  traditional bulbs and thus minimize the risk of electrical fire and 

overheating. 

Recommended bulb
E27 Golf Ball Bulb, Ø45 x H78 mm, 5,5 Watt LED.

Brass base
The bases in the Fringe collection are made from brass plated steel to 
ensure a uniform patination. For this reason they must be treated as 
lacquered surfaces and not with products designed to polish brass. 

Regular cleaning: To be wiped with a clean, lint-free cloth. 

Always remove stains and liquids immediately.

Do not use abrasives such as scouring creams, steel wool or scouring 
sponges as these will cause scratches. Lacquered surfaces do not 

tolerate denatured alcohol.

Fringes
The fringes cannot be cleaned. Please always handle with clean 

hands. Generally touch as little as possible.

Dusting: Run your clean hands lightly through the fringes to release 
dust. The fringes are sensitive so do not shake them. 

Wrinkles: If the fringes are wrinkled upon delivery or become wrinkled 
a steamer can be used to straighten them. 

Do not use excessive steam and only steam lightly for a short time. 

For more information about care and maintenance go to 
www.warmnordic.com



If the external flexible cable or cord of this luminaire is damaged, it shall be exclusively replaced 
by the manufacturer or his service agent or a similar qualified person in order to avoid hazard.

If the lamp is connected to an external wire from ceiling to canopy, a double insulated wire must 
be used. Max. length 8 cm.
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Max 15W
LED bulbs only!


